
Former FBI Top Agent Exposes
McCabe & Mueller's Unethical,
Target & Destroy Coercion
Tactics
 

Via SaraCarter.com,

Former FBI Supervisory Special Agent Robyn Gritz has
asked SaraACarter.com to post her letter to Judge Emmet G.
Sullivan in support of her friend and colleague retired Lt.
Gen. Michael T. Flynn, who will be sentenced on Dec. 18. The
Special Counsel’s Office has requested that Flynn not serve any
jail time due to his cooperation with Robert Mueller’s office.
Based on new information contained in a memorandum
submitted to the court this week by Flynn’s attorney, Sullivan has
ordered Mueller’s office to turn over all exculpatory evidence
and government documents on Flynn’s case by mid-day Friday.
Sullivan is also requesting any documentation regarding the
first interviews conducted by former anti-Trump agent Peter
Strzok and FBI Agent Joe Pientka -known by the FBI as 302s-
which were found to be dated more than seven months after the
interviews were conducted on Jan. 24, 2017, a violation of FBI
policy, say current and former FBI officials familiar with the
process. According to information contained in Flynn’s
memorandum, the interviews were dated Aug. 22, 2017.

https://saraacarter.com/former-fbi-sac-robyn-gritzs-letter-to-judge-sullivan-in-support-of-flynn/
https://saraacarter.com/


Read Gritz’s letter below... (emphasis added)

The Honorable  Emmet G. Sullivan. December 5, 2018   U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia

333 Constitution Avenue, N.W.

Washington D.C. 20001

https://www.zerohedge.com/sites/default/files/inline-images/2018-12-15_17-07-19.jpg?itok=ZGwqjHst


Re: Sentencing of Lt. General Michael T. Flynn
(Ret.)
Dear Judge Sullivan:

I am submitting my letter directly since Mike Flynn’s attorney
has refused to submit it as well as letters submitted by other
individuals. I feel you need to hear from someone who was an
FBI Special Agent who not only worked with Mike, but also has
personally witnessed and reported unethical & sometimes
illegal tactics used to coerce targets of investigations externally
and internally.

About Myself and FBI Career

For 16 years, I proudly served the American people as a Special
Agent working diligently on significant terrorism cases which
earned noteworthy results and fostered substantial interagency
cooperation.  Prior to serving in the FBI I was a Juvenile
Probation Officer in Camden, NJ.  Currently, I am a Senior
Information Security Metrics and Reporting Analyst with
Discover Financial Services in the Chicago Metro area.  I have
recently been named as a Senior Fellow to the London Center for
Policy Research.

While in the FBI, I served as a Special Agent, Supervisory Special
Agent, Assistant Inspector, Unit Chief, and a Senior Liaison
Officer to the CIA. I served on the NSC’s Hostage and Personnel
Working Group and brought numerous Americans out of
captivity and was part of the interagency team to codify policies
outlining the whole of government approach to hostage cases.



In November 2007, I was selected over 26 other candidates to
become the Supervisory Special Agent, CT Extraterritorial Squad;
Washington Field Office (WFO) in Washington, DC.  At WFO, I led
a squad of experts in extraterritorial evidence collection,
overseas investigations, operational security during terrorist
attacks/events, and overseas criminal investigations. I
coordinated and managed numerous high profile investigations
(Blackwater, Chuckie Taylor, Robert Levinson, and other pivotal
cases) comprised of teams from US and foreign intelligence,
military, and law enforcement agencies. I was commended for
displaying comprehensive leadership performance under
pressure, extensive teamwork skills, while conducting critical
investigative analysis within and outside the FBI.

In December 2009, I was promoted to GS-15 Unit Chief (UC) of
the Executive Strategy Unit, Weapons of Mass Destruction
Directorate (WMDD).  While the UC, I codified the WMDD five-
year strategic plan, formulated goals and objectives throughout
the division, while translating the material into a directorate
scorecard with cascading measurements reflecting functional
and operational unit areas. This was the only time in
Washington, DC when I did not work with of for McCabe.

From September to December 2010, I was selected as the FBI’s
top candidate to represent the FBI, and the USG in a rigorous,
intellectually stimulating; 12 week course for civilian government
officials, military officers, and government academics at the
George C. Marshall Center in Garmisch, Germany, Executive
Program in Advanced Security Studies. The class was comprised
of 141 participants from 43 countries.



I have received numerous recommendations and
commendations for my professionalism, liaison and
interpersonal ability and experience. Additionally, I have been
rated Excellent or Outstanding for my entire career, to include by
Andrew McCabe when I was stationed at the Washington Field
Office.  Further, other awards of note are: West Chester
University 2005 Legacy of Leadership recipient, Honored with
House of Representatives Citation for Exemplary record of
Service, Leadership, and Achievements: Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, and Awarded with a framed Horn of Africa blood
chit from the Department of Defense and Office of the DASD
(POW/MPA/MIA) for my work in bringing Americans Out of
captivity, “Patriot, Law Enforcement Warrior, and Friend.”

Length of Association with Flynn, McCabe, and
Mueller

I met Michael Flynn in 2005, while working in the
Counterterrorism Division (CTD) at FBI Headquarters (FBIHQ).

I met then Supervisory Special Agent Andrew McCabe, when
he reported to CTD at FBIHQ, around the same time.  McCabe
subsequently was the Assistant Section Chief over my unit, my
Assistant Special Agent in Charge at the Washington Field Office,
and the Assistant Director (AD) over CTD when I encountered the
discrimination and McCabe spearheaded the retaliation
personally (according to documentation) against me.

I have known both men for 12-13 years and worked directly with
both throughout my career.  They are on the opposite spectrum
of each other with regard to truthfulness, temperament, and
ethics, both professionally and personally.



I regularly briefed former FBI Director and Special Prosecutor
Mueller on controversial and complex cases and attended
Deputies meetings at the White house with then Deputy Director
Pistole. I got along with both and trusted both.  Watching what
has been done to Mike and knowing someone on the 7th floor
had to have notified Mueller of my situation (Pistole had
retired), has been significantly distressing to me.

Lt.G. Michael T. Flynn:

Mike and I were counterparts on a DOJ-termed ground-
breaking initiative which served as a model for future
investigations, policies, legislation and FBI programs in the
Terrorist Use of the Internet. For this multi-faceted and
leading-edge joint operation, I was commended by Gen. Stanley
McChrystal, Gen. Keith Alexander (NSA Director), and LtG.
Michael Flynn as well as others for leading the FBI’s pivotal
participation in this dynamic and innovative interagency
operation. I received two The National Intelligence Meritorious
Unit Citation (NIMUC) I for my role in this operation.  The NIMUC
is an award of the National Intelligence Awards Program, for
contributions to the United States Intelligence Community.

Mick Flynn has consistently and candidly been honest and
straightforward with me since the day I met him in 2005. He
has been a mentor and someone I trust to give me frank
advice when I ask for his opinion.  His caring nature has shown
through especially when he saw me being torn apart by the FBI
and he felt compelled to write a letter in support of me.  He
further took the extra step to comment on my character in an
NPR article and interview exposing the wrongdoings in my case
and others who have stood up for truth and against



discrimination/retaliation.  Senator Grassley also commented on
my behalf.  NPR characterized this action against me as a
“warning shot” to individuals who stood up to individuals such as
McCabe.

The day after I resigned from the FBI, while I was crying, Mike
reached out and congratulated me on my early retirement. I
really needed to hear that from someone I respected so much. 
His support for the last 13 years has been unparalleled and
extremely valuable in helping me get through the trauma of
betrayal, unethical behavior, illegal activity executed against
me and to rebuild my life. Additionally, his support has helped
my family in dealing with their painful emotions regarding my
situation. My parents wanted me to pass on to you that they are
blessed that I have had a compassionate and supportive
individual on my side throughout this trying time.

Mike has been a respected leader by his peers and by FBI Agents
and Analysts who have interacted with him. I personally feel he
is the finest leader I have ever worked with or for in my career.
Our continued friendship and subsequent friendship with his
family has helped all of us cope with the stress a situation like
this puts on individuals and families.

It is so very painful to watch an American hero, and my
friend, torn apart like this.  His family has had to endure what
no family should have to. I know this because of the damaging
effect my case had on my parent’s health, finances, and
emotional well-being. Mike and I both had to sell our houses due
to legal fees, endured smear campaigns (mostly by the same
individual, McCabe). I ended up being deemed homeless by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, was on public assistance and



endured extensive health and emotional damage due to the
retaliation. Mike kept in touch and kept me motivated.  He has
always reached out to help me with whatever he could.

The Process is the Punishment

Thomas Fitton of Judicial Watch commented to me that the
“Process is the punishment.”  This is the most accurate
description I have heard regarding the time Mike has gone
through with this process and the year and a half I was
ostracized and idled before I resigned.  This process is one
which many FBI employees, current, retired and former, feel was
brought to the FBI by Mueller and he subsequently brought this
to the Special Prosecutor investigation. It also fostered the
behavior among FBI “leadership” which we find ourselves
shocked at when revealed on a daily basis. Is this the proper way
to seek justice? I say no.  I swore to uphold the Constitution
while protecting the civil rights of the American people. I believe
many individuals involved in Mike’s case have lost their way and
could care less about protection of due process, civil and legal
rights of who they are targeting. Mike has had extensive
punishment throughout this process. This process has punished
him harder than anyone else could.

Andrew McCabe

I believe I have a unique inside view of the mannerisms
surrounding Andrew McCabe, other FBI Executive
Management and Former Director Mueller, as well as the
unethical and coercive tactics they use, not to seek the
truth, but to coerce pleas or admissions to end the pain, as I
call it. They destroy lives for their own agendas instead of



seeking the truth for the American people. Candor is something
that should be encouraged and used by leadership to have
necessary and continued improvement.  Under Mueller, it was
seen as a threat and viciously opposed by those he pulled up in
the chain of command.

I am explaining this because numerous Agents have
expressed the need for you to know McCabe’s and Mueller’s
pattern of “target and destroy” has been utilized on many
others, without regard for policies and laws. I, myself, am a
casualty of this reprehensible behavior and I have spoken to well
over 150 other FBI individuals who are casualties as well.

I am the individual who filed the Hatch Act complaint
against McCabe and provided significant evidentiary
documents obtained via FOIA, open source, and information
from current, former, and retired Special Agents. The Office of
Special Counsel (OSC) asked why my filing of the complaint was
delayed from the actual acts. I said I personally thought I was
providing additional information to what should have been an
automatic referral to OSC by FBI OPR. I was notified I was the
only complainant. This illustrates not only a fatal flaw in OPR AD
Candice Will not making the appropriate and crucial referral, but
also shows the fear of those within the FBI to report individuals
like McCabe for fear of retaliation.

While serving at the CIA, detailed by the FBI in January 2012, I
was responsible for overseas investigations, as opposed to
Continental United States-based (CONUS) cases. Unfortunately,
during my assignment at the CIA, I encountered extensive
discrimination by two FBI Special Agents and subsequently, in
2012, I filed an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) complaint. 



Instead of addressing the issues, then CTD Assistant Director
Andrew McCabe chose to authorize a retaliatory Office of
Professional Responsibility (OPR) investigation against me, five
days after my EEO contact. The OPR referral he signed was
authored by the two individuals I had filed the EEO complaint
against.  In his signed sworn statement, McCabe admitted he
knew I had filed or was going to file the EEO.

Numerous members of my department at the CIA requested to
be spoken with by CTD executive management, regarding my
work ethic and accomplishments.  However, CTD, Inspection
Division, and OPR disregarded the list of names and contact
numbers I submitted.  This is an example of knowing you are
being targeted and the truth is not being sought.

Although my time at this position was short, I was commended
by my CIA direct supervisor for: “having already contributed
more than your predecessor in the short time you have been
here.” My predecessor had been assigned to the post for 18
months; I had been there four months.

In contrast and showing lack of candor, McCabe wrote on
official documents the following statement, contradicting
the actual direct supervisor I worked with daily:

“SA Gritz had to be removed from a prior position in an
interagency environment, due to inappropriate
communications and general performance issues”

This is one of many comments McCabe used to discredit my
reputation and to ostracize me.  McCabe knew me as someone
who told the truth, worked hard, got results, and   was always
willing to be flexible when needed. He was also acutely aware of



the excellent relationships I had formed in the USG interagency
due to comments made by individuals from numerous agencies.
Yet, he continued to make false statements on official
documents. He has done this to numerous other very valuable
FBI employees, destroying their careers and lives. He used
similar tactics of lies against Flynn. It should be noted, McCabe
was very aware of my professional association with Mike Flynn.

In July 5, 2012, I was involuntarily pulled back to CTD from
the CIA. I was told McCabe made the decision. A year and a
month later, I resigned from the job I absolutely loved and
was good at.  All because of the lack of candor of numerous
individuals within the FBI.

Unethical and dishonest investigative tactics

Throughout the last year, I have kept abreast of the revelations
surrounding anything related to Mike’s case. I believe, from my
years at the FBI and in exposing corruption and discrimination,
the circumstances surrounding the targeting, investigation,
leaking, and coercion of him to plea are all consistent with the
unethical process I and many others have witnessed at the FBI.
The charge which Mike Flynn plead to was the result of
deception, intimidation, and bias/agenda. Simply, Mike is being
branded a convicted felon due to an unethical and dishonest
investigation by people who were malicious, vindictive, and
corrupt. They wished to silence Mike, like they had once silenced
me.

The American people have read the Strzok/Page text
messages, the conflicting testimony and lack of candor
statements of former Director Comey, the perceived



overstepping of the reasonable scope of the Special
Prosecutor’s investigation, the extensive unethical,
untruthful, and outright illegal behavior of Andrew McCabe,
to include slanderous statements against Flynn, and the
facts found within FOIA released documents and
Congressional testimony. As a former/retired Agent, I have
combed through every piece of information regarding Mike’s
case, as if I was combing through evidence in the hundreds of
cases I have successfully handled while in the FBI.

The publicly reported Brady material alone, in this case,
outweighs any statement given by any FBI Agent (we now know
at least one FD-302 was changed), Special Prosecutor
investigator report, and any other party still aggressively seeking
that this case remain and be sentenced as a felony. Quite simply,
I cannot see justice being served by branding LtG. Michael Flynn
a convicted felon, when the truth is still being revealed while
policies, ethics, and laws have been violated by those pursuing
this case.

We now know all FBI employees involved in Mike Flynn’s case
have either been fired, forced to resign or forced to retire
because of their excessive lack of candor, punitive biases,
leaking of information, and extensive cover-up of their
deeds.

Summation

Michael Flynn has always displayed overwhelming candor
and forthrightness.  One of the main individuals involved in his
case is Andrew McCabe, who used similar tactics against me in
my case, of which Mike Flynn defended me by penning a letter of



character reference and is a witness.  Seeing McCabe was named
as a Responding Management Official in my case, he should
have recused himself with anything having to do with a
character witness on my behalf against him and DOJ.

I’m told by numerous people, but have been unable to confirm,
that McCabe was asked why he was so viciously going after
Flynn; my name was mentioned. I do know, from experience
with McCabe, he is a vindictive individual and I have no
doubt Mike’s support of me fueled McCabe’s disdain and
personally vindictive aggressive unethical activities in this
case. It matches his behavior in my case.

Reliable fact-finding is essential to procedural due process and
to the accuracy and uniformity of sentencing.  I’m unsure if the
fact-finding in this case is reliable, nor do I think we currently
have all the facts.

The punishment which LtG. Flynn has already endured this
past year, due to the nature of the case, legal fees and
reputation damage, is punishment enough.  He is a true
patriot, a loving husband and father, a devoted grandfather, a
trusted friend, and has a close knit family made up of
compassionate and honest individuals. To be branded a felon, is
a major hit to a hero who protected the American people for 33
years. I do not think society would benefit from Mike Flynn going
to jail nor being branded as a convicted felon. Not knowing the
sentencing guidelines for this charge but if there is any chance
that the case can be downgraded to a misdemeanor, this would
be an act of justice that numerous Americans need to see to stay
hopeful for further justice.

Respectfully yours,



Robyn L. Gritz


